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which Greek philosophy is so rich. It is remarkable that at
this time the chief authors belong to the higher class of
Romans and Italians, and that the south Italians of humble
origin who laid the foundations of Latin literature have no
successors. Among the prominent men at Rome there are
few who are not authors. Sulla writes Memoirs ; Caesar has
left to us Commentaries, describing his campaigns in Gaul and
during the Civil war; Cicero was at once a statesman, an
advocate, and a man of letters. Special attention was paid
to history, as a handy weapon for political strife and party
propaganda, I have spoken already of Sallust's JugwtMne
War ; his other extant work is a narrative of Catiline* s con-
spiracy, equally brilliant in style, and equally devoid of either
historical impartiality or scientific method.
Science kept pace with literature. It is true that the
Romans paid little attention to the exact and minute dis-
coveries of Greece in mathematics, medicine, physiology,
astronomy, geography, and the natural sciences. But
grammar, rhetoric, archaeology, jurisprudence, philosophy,
the history of religion and law—all these became favourite
subjects of study with educated Romans. The works of
M. Terentius Varro submitted to a careful scrutiny the develop-
ment of the national literature, religion, and public institu-
tions ; Cicero wrote a number of popular works on philosophy
and rhetoric; and Lucretius expounded the doctrine of
Epicurus in a poetic form. But perhaps the chief monument
of Latin genius is the steady growth of that juristic literature
in which the living Roman law Is interpreted.
In the domain of art less was accomplished. Greek
sculpture, Greek paintings, and the products of Greek art
generally, abounded in Italy and Rome; and much work
was turned out at Rome by Greek artists. But Roman art
was still unborn : it was a child of the empire. The Romans
may have contributed something to the development of
realistic portraiture ; but this can hardly be called an original
discovery; it was rather an advance along the path already
trodden by the Hellenistic sculptors and painters. Roman
architecture, too, showed no originality but contented itself
with reproducing Hellenistic models.
The general aspect of life in Italy, and especially at Rome,
was almost entirely Greek. Thus Greek was the language of
•fashionable society; or, at any rate, a knowledge of Greek

